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Description
"Merge: This geoprocess can work with many input layers. It merges all of
these creating a new result layer which has a feature for each feature
of all input layers. Because each input layer could have its own
alphanumeric schema, user must select which layer will preserve its
schema. The rest of input layers will only preserve those attributes
whose name and type would be the same that an attribute of the input
layer whose schema will be preserved."
As described in the above definition of "merge" it is necessary to select a "base" layer (the one that will preserve its schema) and how
many other layer to merge with it. If too complicated it would be enough to have the chance to select the "base" layer and just another
one.
This for instance would be the approach used by gvSIG. Another option but would be
the Arcgis approach: when selecting the layers (two or more) to be merged, the interface creates a list of all columns available and leave
the user select what columns to keep and what columns not to use.
If there are columns with the same name, then they are not replicated (so the values of columns of different layers will be merged into the
same column) and if they are of different type, than the type of the column of the first selected layer is used.
This approach is more flexible but has one disvantage: in some cases, when there are columns with the same name but different type, the
operation fails. Example: when it cannot copy a text value into a numeric type column.
If the latter approach will be used then this detail should be considered.

History
#1 - 2010-03-31 08:41 AM - Alexander Bruy
Patch from #2605 applied. Can we close this ticket?

#2 - 2010-04-01 11:43 AM - Giovanni Manghi
- Resolution set to fixed
- Status changed from Open to Closed

Replying to [comment:1 alexbruy]:
Patch from #2605 applied. Can we close this ticket?
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